Think about the books that you have read. Which character do you think displays the greatest amount of empathy?

Pippa Fitz-Amobi - A Good Girls Guide To Murder

How does your character show empathy?

Pippa believes Ravi when no one else did and stuck by him throughout the book.

How did your character's actions affect others?

Pippa cleared Sal's name, giving the Singh's the ability to go out in public and not get harrased.

Write a 6 sentence paragraph, persuading your teacher that the character you have chosen deserves to win THE EMPATHYS.

I believe that Pippa Fitz-Amobi should win the empathy award because she is a completely selfless individual after putting herself at risk to prove Sal Singh's innocence. In my opinion, I truly believe that Pippa is brave, selfless, mentally strong and very passionate about helping others. Also, Pippa, although getting countless threats throughout the project, continues to stand up for what she believes. Although, at one point, she discovered her dog had died at the hands of Andie Bell and Sal Singh's real killer she almost gave up, but she persevered and continued to try and prove Sal's innocence. This proves that even in her darkest times, she still wants to help others. Personally, I believe that Pippa is the perfect option for the empathy award; don't you think?